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MAKE YOUR COMPANY A FORCE FOR GOODYou’re ambitious. You’re not afraid to take risks.
You want to bring about positive social change. And while your peers have left a trail of failed
start-ups in their wake, you want to initiate change from within an established company, where
you can have a more far-reaching, even global impact.Welcome to the club—you’re a social
intrapreneur.But even with your enviable skill set, your unwavering social conscience, and your
determination to change the world, your path to success is filled with challenges. So how do you
get started and maintain your momentum?Changing Your Company from the Inside Out
provides the tools to empower you to jump-start initiatives that matter to you—and that should
matter to your company. Drawing on lessons from social movements as well as on the work of
successful intrapreneurs, Gerald Davis and Christopher White provide you with a guide for
creating positive social change from within your own organization.You’ll learn how to answer four
key questions:•When is the right time for change? Learn how to read your organization’s
climate.•Why is this a compelling change? Use language and stories to connect your initiative to
your organization’s mission, strategy, and values.•Who will make this innovation possible?
Identify the decision makers you need to persuade and the potential resisters you need to steer
around.•How can you mobilize your supporters to collaborate on your innovation? Use the online
and offline tools and platforms that best support your initiative.This book is a road map for
intrapreneurs seeking to reshape their companies into drivers of positive change. If you want to
spearhead social innovation from within your company, use this book as your guide.
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AuthorsPrefaceChanging Your Company from the Inside Out started with a challenge. Back
then, Chris was a new MBA student, Jerry was a grizzled faculty veteran, and we wanted to
design a course that would teach students how to make positive change in the world through
business. Social entrepreneurship had become trendy, and there were plenty of books and
cases on the topic. Yet few MBA students were in a financial position to head directly from their
degree program to a nonprofit or to create their own start-up social enterprise; most would end
up in mainstream corporate jobs, no matter how passionate they were about social change. The
challenge was to teach business students how to be effective change agents from within the
corporate world.We set out to meet with people who had been particularly effective at leading
social impact initiatives within their companies. Across dozens of conversations, we asked them
what they wished they had learned in business school to be effective at advancing a social
impact agenda at work. Their answers persuaded us that the tools used in social movements
applied to the corporate world as well. Reading the organization’s climate to know when the time
was right for an innovation, using language and stories that positively disposed people toward
the idea, recruiting the right allies and avoiding blockers, and using forums that allowed the
group to work together effectively were common to both. Lessons from social movement
activism could be adapted to the corporate setting. The result was our MBA course on social
intrapreneurship, which quickly attracted an enthusiastic audience, executive programs on
selling issues internally, and this book.We draw on excellent research and theory about issue
selling, intrapreneurship, and social movements from many colleagues and friends, including



Jane Dutton, Sue Ashford, and the late Mayer Zald. Yet our goal is entirely practical. This book is
about tools you can use now and throughout your career to lead change from any seat in an
organization. It is both concrete and topical. We consider “Use this specific software to analyze
the social network structure of your department to locate connectors and mavens” to be much
more useful advice than “Follow your passion.” And we note both the prospects and pitfalls of
using information and communication technologies within a corporate setting to bring about
change.CHAPTER ONEHow Can I Paythe Bills and StillLive My Values?A corporate job does
not have to be a compromise between earning your paycheck and sticking to your values.In fact,
changing what big businesses do can have a much larger impact than founding a social
enterprise. Digging a well in a low-income village can have a positive effect in that village. But
persuading a multinational manufacturer to adopt a formal commitment to fresh water access as
a basic human right, as David Berdish did at Ford, can be transformative. Getting a large
consumer packaged goods company to source raw materials from farmers in Rwanda, as Justin
DeKoszmovszky did, can foster sustainable economic development. Creating an online
marketplace for artisans in low-income communities to sell their goods to rich-world consumers
via eBay, as Robert Chatwani did, can create new opportunities globally.Berdish,
DeKoszmovszky, and Chatwani found themselves at different points in their careers as their
social innovations took hold. Berdish was well into his career at Ford, for example, while
DeKoszmovszky was an MBA intern when he first started influencing change within his
company. The three operated in different industries—automotive, consumer goods, and internet
technology, respectively. Their initiatives have been wide-ranging, impacting human rights
policies around the world, starting new businesses alongside some of the poorest people in the
world, and creating access to new, affluent customers for disconnected artisans. This is what
social intrapreneurs do: they work within existing organizations to make positive social
change.But there may be a tension between our day jobs and our values. Feminists working in
male-dominated Wall Street firms, environmentalists working at energy companies, vegetarians
working for packaged food companies—all find conflicts between their own values and where
they work. Yet it is these tensions that present the opportunity for social intrapreneurs to make
radical change in the world. Debra Meyerson at Stanford and Maureen Scully at the University of
Massachusetts coined the phrase tempered radicals to describe individuals who were strongly
committed to social values, yet were able to operate effectively in a corporate setting.1
Meyerson and Scully described the tensions this created and how many of these individuals
were able to be true to themselves and create change without getting fired. They had found
answers to the question “How can I pay my bills and still live my values?”Changing Your
Company from the Inside Out provides a practical toolkit for creating positive social change
within a corporate setting. We walk through the when, why, who, and how of social innovation,
drawing on the experiences of social innovators in varied settings, from multinational
corporations to the Arab Spring. We describe a systematic set of steps that you can take to
recognize an opportunity for introducing a social innovation; to use the right language and



stories to pitch the innovation to different audiences; to map the network of social relationships
at work in order to locate potential allies to recruit to your effort—and opponents to avoid; and to
use the right platform to collaborate effectively.We also introduce useful online tools that allow
innovations to go big. Recent social movements have demonstrated how social media can
accelerate the speed and expand the reach of contagious messages and allow dispersed
individuals around the world to work together for change. But other online tools can also aid
innovators. Content analysis software can scan corporate texts such as annual reports, letters to
shareholders, and recruiting materials to yield insights into the company’s culture, suggesting
what kinds of arguments and stories are likely to be persuasive. Network analysis software can
use available information from staffing records, LinkedIn or Twitter accounts, or e-mail traces to
map and quantify the social network at work. This can aid in recruiting allies and uncover the
shortest paths to decision makers.Where Do Social Innovations Come From?There is no
guidebook for how Ford Motor Company should respond to the HIV epidemic in South Africa,
where it has significant manufacturing operations, or how Goldman Sachs should take on issues
of gender inequality, which have particular resonance on Wall Street.Companies blindsided by
change often had the materials for a response within their own boundaries. The Xerox Palo Alto
Research Center (PARC), a major innovator in computer science, famously invented many of the
features that wound up in the Apple Macintosh—but not in any Xerox products—including the
mouse and the graphical user interface. Eastman Kodak was an early innovator in digital
imaging, including digital cameras, decades before its bankruptcy in 2013. Nokia had plans for
touchscreen smartphones and tablet computers years before Apple introduced the iPhone and
iPad. Yet for a number of reasons articulated by Clay Christensen—pressures from current
customers and suppliers, not wanting to cannibalize existing businesses, or simple uncertainty—
these companies often fail to pursue innovations vigorously.2The same thing is true for making
the most of social change. Companies may fail to pursue it. A company’s own employees are
often the best source—and advocates—for adaptive innovations.We know from experience that
managers at the grassroots level are often acutely aware of, say, opportunities for greener
production methods, triple-bottom-line services that the firm could be selling using its existing
resources, community benefits that the company could be providing at low cost, or human rights
issues in the supply chain. Poet Ezra Pound wrote that “Artists are the antennae of the race,” the
“registering instruments” for what is to come.3 In the same way, employees are connected to the
social waves that the corporation will be encountering, and can anticipate and respond before
those at the top know what’s about to hit them. The people in the C-suite may not have an
unvarnished view of how their company is viewed by the public, or whether sourcing cocoa from
Ivory Coast will tarnish their reputation, but their recently hired MBAs coming back from a
recruiting visit know.The solutions to such issues often reside within the organization itself. Many
companies are overflowing with grassroots social innovations, ideas for products or practices
that serve business purposes while making a social contribution. Yet these initiatives are often
smothered in the crib. Even successful intrapreneurs often find themselves swimming against



the tide of organizational culture. Accenture’s Gib Bulloch refers to the “corporate antibodies”
that “kill off anything that doesn’t look ‘normal.’ ” IBM’s Kevin Thompson described how the idea
for a “corporate Peace Corps” was initially considered laughable. Big Blue is a business, not a
foreign aid office. It can’t cure all of the world’s ills and also keep its shareholders happy.4Yet
failing to innovate socially is no longer an option for any major corporation.Corporations face a
balancing act—encouraging social innovations that allow them to be adaptable while not
becoming distracted by every possibility. Some level of corporate antibodies is essential. Some
proposed innovations are simply bad ideas; others are lower priority. What is critical, however, is
that companies create a climate in which ideas get a hearing. This is not a commitment to
climbing every new mountain, but to being open to the possibility of innovation. Whole Foods
Market, for instance, concluded that plastic grocery bags—which are used only once but live on
in landfills or oceans for centuries—were simply not sustainable, and that consumers could be
persuaded to switch to paper or bring their own reusable bags. Thus, in early 2008, plastic bags
disappeared forever from Whole Foods stores. This is the kind of initiative that the company
wants to promote: it is non-obvious, and indeed angered some customers, but it is consistent
with the culture and has proven to be infectious within the industry. More and more people are
showing up at stores with reusable bags and keeping a stock of them in the trunks of their cars—
it has become normal. We learned from co-CEO Walter Robb that the company has dozens of
other potentially great ideas on the docket for consideration at any given time. Of course, they
can’t all be winners, but this is the worthwhile price Whole Foods pays to being open to social
innovation.Innovation and Social MovementsLeading social innovations in organizations is a lot
like leading a social movement. Social movements are organized efforts to make change in
some aspect of society. They come in sizes large (the Arab Spring), medium (Kony 2012), and
small (a virtual movement on Facebook to reinstate a fired cashier at Applebee’s). They emerge
from the political right (the Tea Party), left (Occupy Wall Street), and center (No Labels), and
some are not especially political at all. And they are pervasive: all of these movements came
about within the past five years, and new ones seem to materialize almost daily, although not all
of them are effective.Social innovations in society often result from the actions of social
movements; for example, the creation of consumer watchdogs like Consumers Union, the
spread of alternative dispute resolution, and health maintenance organizations (HMOs). The
social landscape is plentifully populated with other examples.5The same is true for social
innovations in organizations. Research by Maureen Scully, Doug Creed, Huggy Rao, and others
has found that changes in corporate practice are often the result of social movements among
employees.6 Consider domestic partner benefits—health insurance and other benefits offered
to partners of LGBT employees, equivalent to those offered to straight married employees. In
1990, these benefits were almost entirely absent from the corporate world. The notion that all
employees should have access to the same benefits, regardless of the configuration of their
family, was unheard-of, if not unthinkable. When Jerry was living in New York in the mid-1990s,
he connected with another dad at a playground when their kids were playing together and fell



into conversation about domestic partner benefits, which Jerry’s colleagues Doug and Maureen
were researching. As it happened, the other dad worked at a well-known financial company
where he himself was leading an effort to implement domestic partner benefits. His job put him
in regular contact with the CEO, who held attitudes from a previous generation. The task was
clear, if not easy: gather enough supporters among employees, some of whom may have been
reluctant to make clear that this issue was important to them and would yield benefits for
recruiting and retention (the business case); allay concerns that this would be too costly or
would alienate customers; and provide examples of other companies that had adopted domestic
partner benefits to show precedent. It would help to have vivid personal examples of how
adopting this benefit improved peoples’ lives, and perhaps cautionary tales of what failing to
adopt would mean for employees. This was not just a business decision: this was about the
company’s core values around equity and inclusion. And it was not just a change effort, like
adopting Six Sigma: it was a social movement.Successful social movements tend to follow a
playbook that can be seen as answers to four questions:When is the right time for change?Why
is this a compelling change?Who should be involved?How should they organize to press for
change?Although the questions are straightforward, their answers often require considerable
finesse. Movements do not always arise where one expects, which prompts political
commentators to lament, “Where is the outrage?”Our master hypothesis in this book is that
movements for innovation are more successful to the extent that all of these factors—when, why,
who, and how—are aligned. That is, intrapreneurs will be more successful when their innovation
is proposed at the right time, using the right rationale for the right people, who are connected by
the right platform. What counts as “right,” of course, is highly variable. But figuring that out is the
point of this book.There are several recurring motifs in the book. We will move back and forth
between society and organizations, in the belief that there is a strong analogy between them. We
will also be returning to the theme that information technology changes everything.One of the
reasons that movements seem so common today is that information and communication
technologies have dissolved many of the barriers to organizing. The 1963 March on Washington
that featured Martin Luther King Jr.’s famous “I Have a Dream” speech took months to organize
and no small amount of postage, printing, phone calls, car pools, and physical coordination. The
2011 protest in Cairo’s Tahrir Square that ousted Hosni Mubarak took mere days to organize,
thanks largely to mobile phones and the internet.Social innovators in the corporate world can
learn from social movement activists, a point we attribute to our late friend and mentor Mayer
Zald.7 Methods that work to change governments can, on a smaller scale, change
organizations. Both often face opposition and inertia; both are now made easier by
technology.This idea is, at first blush, preposterous. Are we arguing that someone who leads an
effort to reduce carbon emissions in the supply chain can claim the mantle of Rosa Parks? Is a
company’s community engagement initiative really all that similar to Occupy Wall Street, or the
Tea Party movement? Our answer is no, you are not Rosa Parks, but yes, social innovators can
be kindred to early members of Occupy or the Tea Party. Social intrapreneurs are heroic in their



own way, but they rarely put their personal safety on the line—although there are career risks to
intrapreneurship. On the other hand, successful social innovations generally require coordinated
group action, and in this sense, leading a social initiative follows the same rules as launching a
social movement. Just as CEOs can learn from the experiences of generals and political
leaders, social intrapreneurs can learn from the experience of contemporary social
movements.Business in a Time of Social ChangeIt’s not just individuals who should care about
these opportunities. Business must care too. According to some observers, businesses now
need to earn their “license to operate” by demonstrating their social value.Sometimes this is
encoded into regulation and statute. Banks seeking approval for mergers in the United States
often must document that they have reinvested in their communities, which is one of the reasons
that expansion-minded banks are among the most generous philanthropists in the business
world. In other cases, the requirement to be socially responsible is more implicit. Some
companies take on this responsibility with gusto, creating departments of social responsibility
and publicly touting their good works.But there is a flip side as well. Corporations find that they
cannot be innocent bystanders or claim ignorance. They are drawn into conflicts over social
issues that they might have preferred to avoid. Thanks to the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010,
corporations listed on American stock markets are now required to disclose if their products
contain “conflict minerals” that may have originated from the Democratic Republic of the Congo
(DRC), as many electronics do. They are not required to avoid such minerals, but to document if,
through the purchases of supplies or components containing minerals from the DRC, they are
inadvertently funding armed conflict. Of course, such minerals are typically many steps back in
the supply chain, and few companies had any idea whether their products contained, say,
tantalum or tungsten from DRC. Yet some have been accused of producing “genocide
phones.”Consider the plight of Howard Schultz, CEO of Starbucks. Starbucks had a policy of
following local laws on carrying firearms in the open, and in 2013 it became the unbidden
beneficiary of “Starbucks Appreciation Day.” Gun owners had organized online to visit their local
Starbucks with their firearms on prominent display, including at the store in Newtown,
Connecticut—site of a horrific school shooting the previous year.8 Schultz responded with an
open letter “respectfully requesting that customers no longer bring firearms into our stores or
outdoor seating areas—even in states where ‘open carry’ is permitted—unless they are
authorized law enforcement personnel.” It was not a ban, because Schultz did not want to
“require our partners to confront armed customers,” but a respectful request.9Schultz was clear:
Starbucks was not a policy maker, not pro- or anti-gun. It was the job of the legislature to make
gun laws, not the job of Starbucks. Yet the company could not easily escape this bind, which was
forced upon it by circumstance. And Starbucks had previously taken a highly visible stand in
favor of marriage equality in its home state of Washington, suggesting that their aversion to
taking policy stances was not universal.10In contrast, Brendan Eich had been CEO of Mozilla for
only two weeks when he resigned under pressure in April 2014. Although Eich was a well-
regarded technologist and cofounder of Mozilla, his financial support of California’s Proposition



8 in 2008, banning same-sex marriage, prompted controversy inside and outside the company.
Employee sentiment against the appointment was evidenced by a storm of tweets expressing
unhappiness with Eich’s position. At least one employee went on unpaid leave in protest.
Outside the company, those who visited dating site OKCupid using Mozilla’s Firefox browser
were informed of Eich’s opposition to marriage equality and encouraged to return via a different
browser. Eich was evidently unwilling to recant his support for Proposition 8, leaving his
departure as the only feasible course of action.11Conflicts like this are certain to become
increasingly common as companies are expected to take stands on issues and to incorporate
practices into their operations that address societal questions—particularly those that arouse
their employees’ interest. Corporations today face a “responsibility paradox”: their operations are
often dispersed around the globe and their supply chains extend far beyond their line of sight,
yet they are now held accountable for more activities beyond their boundaries. At a time when
corporations increasingly rely on far-flung vendors to assemble and distribute their goods, they
are also seen as responsible for the actions of their broader enterprise. Nike and Apple are
expected to vouch for the labor practices of their suppliers, and to be answerable when those
practices do not measure up. Disney and H&M are regarded as complicit when unauthorized
subcontractors for their vendors in Bangladesh manufacture under dangerous conditions. Oil
companies such as Unocal have been held liable for the actions of the governments of the
countries where they do business.12Moreover, on a day-to-day basis, corporate employers that
hope to attract and retain the most skilled and creative workers are expected to provide a just
and rewarding climate. A paycheck alone is not enough. “No justice, no peace” has morphed into
“No justice, no PowerPoint presentation,” or “No justice, no Python code.”Professional service
firms in accounting and consulting have long been in the vanguard of offering benefits and
workplace practices that support diversity. Take domestic partner benefits. In the days before the
move to marriage equality, LGBT employees’ partners were unable to access employee benefits.
In the early 1990s, a handful of high-tech and professional service companies began offering
domestic partner benefits to address this inequity, in part to compete for valued talent. By 2013,
even Walmart began providing domestic partner benefits, finding that it was nearly the last one
in its industry to do so. What had been a bold and controversial statement favoring diversity
twenty years before was now almost obligatory for America’s largest, and perhaps most
conventional, employer.13What Will You Get out of This Book?Changing Your Company from
the Inside Out is a guide for social intrapreneurs who want to make a positive difference through
their organizations. Join us as we draw the parallels between the courageous activists on the
streets of Cairo and the audacious change agents striving to make a positive change from their
cubicles within some of the world’s best-known companies. While contexts are different, we
expect you will find that you have more in common than you might have realized. Indeed, you
might conclude that you can learn much from each other. We provide the four essential steps for
leading change at any station in society, and any seat in an organization.CHAPTER TWOFour
Kinds ofSocial Innovation inOrganizationsIntrapreneurs often don’t label themselves as such.



The term intrapreneur was, as far as we can tell, first proposed by two academics, neither of
whom were social change agents.1 We can only imagine that the social change agents
themselves might have come up with a more artful term. In fact, as we will see in later chapters,
the best intrapreneurs create descriptions of their initiatives that attract allies without seeming
overtly threatening to those who might actively oppose them. However, as far as we are
concerned, it remains the naming equivalent of democracy in the eyes of Sir Winston Churchill:
the worst imaginable, apart from all the others.Our working definition is this:Social intrapreneurs
lead change within their organizations, without formal authority, that aligns with core business
objectives while also advancing a social or environmental outcome.What Do Social Innovations
in Organizations Look Like?Social intrapreneurship has three consistent features:Source: Social
innovations are initiated by someone who is not the final decision maker. The idea originates
from outside his or her direct area of accountability. Otherwise, this is not intrapreneurship; it is
just doing your job.Purpose: Social innovations create positive social or environmental outcomes
while advancing core business objectives. Notice that we are saying “core business objectives,”
not profit. This is a broader lens than is often used. Retention of great employees, for example, is
something that advances core business objectives. If the initiative does not advance social or
environmental objectives, it is not social intrapreneurship; it is just intrapreneurship.Nature:
Social innovations are capable of being institutionalized into the way the company works; they
are not just one-off initiatives. As we’ll see, intrapreneurs often start with pilot programs and
initiatives to gain early traction for their ideas. However, they quickly escalate to gain widespread
support for their efforts. They embed the initiatives into the processes and structures of the
company such that they are able to survive and continue despite the inevitable changes in the
organizational power structures.Categories of Social InnovationFrom our discussions with
intrapreneurs and background research, we find there are four broad kinds of social innovation
in organizations. As is traditional in business schools, we gave them alliterative titles: products
(and services), people, practices, and public. Some initiatives fall into more than one category,
but we find this to be a helpful schema for thinking about the wide range of possibilities for
impact while advancing core business objectives.ProductsSocial innovations in products and
services improve the lot of the environment, the community, or the employees of the company
and are offered to the outside world in return for payment. You could think about these as social
enterprises sprouting up within a larger organization.eBay World of GoodLike many Indian
expatriates, Robert Chatwani loves to reconnect with the color, vibrancy, and energy of the
bazaars when he visits his family home. On a 2004 visit, Chatwani—then a young internet
marketing manager at eBay—stopped by a bustling market in Ahmedabad with his family.
Intrigued by the beautiful wares and surprisingly low prices, Chatwani started to conceive of a
business idea. He bought some gold jewelry for $700 and took it back to his San Jose home to
undertake an experiment—he sold that jewelry for $1,200 on eBay within a few weeks.eBay
itself has social innovation in its DNA. Pierre Omidyar famously founded the company to help his
wife buy and sell PEZ candy dispensers. Soon, though, eBay evolved to reflect Omidyar’s vision



for a world where economic opportunity was enabled by more open and accessible markets.
These values, and eBay’s deep capabilities of building online marketplaces, provided an
unusually good match for someone as entrepreneurial and idealistic as Robert Chatwani.Thrilled
by the result of his experiment, Chatwani saw a broader opportunity. Over the next three years,
he worked alongside his day job to create a new business model with wide-ranging positive
impacts for customers, artisans, and communities. The result was the World of Good fair trade
marketplace.World of Good was an online platform where consumers could buy products from
artisans from around the world. The goods were certified by “Trust Providers”—fair trade
associations and certification groups—with various categories of impact: Planet Positive meant it
was good for the environment; People Positive for people, and so forth. The artisans gained
access to new markets and a higher price point. The consumers got access to beautifully
handcrafted products—and the knowledge that their dollars were making a positive impact in
the world.Over time, World of Good came to be housed within a social innovation hotbed: the
Global Citizenship function at eBay. MicroPlace, for instance, is a marketplace that facilitates
microlending to entrepreneurs. eBay Giving Works supports distributed and decentralized
workplace philanthropy programs. These social initiatives are distinct from eBay’s philanthropic
programs. Social innovations are intended to be financially sustainable and to funnel revenue
back into Global Citizenship to create more social innovation platforms such as these. In 2013,
the artisanal fair-trade products that had been offered on the stand-alone World of Good portal
were integrated into the main eBay marketplace. In chapter 5, we will share some of the specific
tactics that Robert Chatwani employed to sell his social innovation at eBay.Other “product”
social innovations include:Bloomberg integrated environmental, social, and governance (ESG)
metrics into its ubiquitous terminals. By doing so, it gives investors the chance to make
investments based on a broader range of metrics than expected financial return.We were thrilled
when Whole Foods Market entered Detroit, and in so doing opened the only national grocery
chain within the city limits. The size of the store, the supplier network, and the price point are
among the variables that Whole Foods customized to extend access to healthy foods in a
financially sustainable manner that would benefit consumers, employees, and local food
suppliers in Detroit.Lower-fuel-emission cars reduce environmental impact, save consumers
money, and generate profit for the manufacturer. Toyota and Ford are among those leading the
way at the moment, and we expect that this market will continue to grow.PeopleSocial
innovations for people aim to create a more just and rewarding workplace for employees. Sub-
optimal workplace conditions are sadly all too common. Many of us who have spent sufficient
time in organizations will have had moments where we are thriving, but it is also more than likely
we have also witnessed or experienced incivility, discrimination, inequality, or simply poor
management. Some groups face systemic challenges to getting and growing a rewarding and
meaningful career because of economic, gender, or racial differences.Welfare-to-Career at
Cascade EngineeringMichigan-based Cascade Engineering is a hotbed of social innovation.
From its founding forty years ago, and long before it was considered sexy to do so, Cascade has



worked toward a triple bottom line, and it was one of the first manufacturers to become a
certified B Corporation—one that meets set social sustainability and environmental
performance, accountability, and transparency standards. Founder and former CEO Fred Keller
carries around in his wallet a well-thumbed quotation attributed to eighteenth-century theologian
John Wesley:Do all the good you canBy all the means you can,
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paula, “Davis and White did a very good job introducing the concept of social intrapreneurship
and breaking .... Innovations and changes are complex and extremely difficult to implement.The
book Changing Your Company from the Inside Out introduces several tools for developing
innovations and changes within an organization. According to Davis and White, as with social
movements, intrapreneurs and innovators need to answer the following basic questions in order
to create changes in an organization: When is the right timing? Why is this a compelling
change? Who will make this innovation possible? and How can you mobilize your supporters to
collaborate on your innovations? The answers to these questions allow ambitious professionals
to initiate challenging and significant changes within an organization.First, “When” means to
understand opportunity structure. No movement suddenly happens and the opportunity for
change resides in the movement. Then, change seeks for opportunity structure that consists of
two things: terrain and timing. Terrain represents strategy, structure, and culture of organizations.
Timing is likely to come from events inside or outside the company. Occasionally, the events
outside the company such as the political system and existence of rivals might back up
innovations and at other times the announcement of the new project can be a trigger to
innovation. Intrapreneurs should keep themselves open to these two elements.Secondly, “Why”
means to make the frame that logically connects the overall framework, language, and stories
with organization’s mission, strategy, and values. In order to do so, innovators should understand
it is essential to assess the culture of an organization and its context to diagnose what changes
are plausible and which “vehicle” to use.The next step is to construct a strong network in the
company in order to make progress. Everyone should get involved, especially mavens, to
construct well-structured network so innovators can work with moderate connection among
supporters. After making up the frame that fits organization’s mission and value and getting well
functional members involved, intrapreneurs are sustainable for innovation.Finally, innovators
should create mobilizing structures that are the organized devices helping people get involved in
movements. As the Arab Spring might not have occurred if there had been no Internet,
information technology allows people to spread opinions in the same way as fashion.
Unfortunately, corporations often restrict employees from freely exchanging their opinions on the
Internet due to the high probability of information being leaked, but even then intrapreneurs must
take advantage of technology.Davis and White did a very good job introducing the concept of
social intrapreneurship and breaking down its elements to reach social change. The authors
explained how social change can be achieved within an organization through a plethora of
examples, which are the primary driver in reinforcing the concepts the book introduces. Some of
the examples provided are very helpful and informative, however, this strength can also feel like
a weakness in the book. Sometimes it feels like the book is lacking concrete elaboration on its
concepts, particularly in the technical aspects on how one can apply them. It might have been
more helpful if there were more details how these social change examples were achieved,



instead of what was achieved.Overall, the book is a good introduction on social intrapreneurship.
Although the literature provides awareness to the reader about various environments, situations,
and barriers that are critical to social change in an organization, it may be less helpful to an
experienced executive, as some of the concepts are basic and lack depth. However, for young
professionals and entrepreneurs that have the energy to influence and change companies’ and
people’s behaviors aiming to make positive changes in the world, this book is a must-read.”

Shuai G., “6726 Book Review of Changing Your Company from the Inside Out. The book:
Changing Your Company from the Inside Out, by Gerald F. Davis and Christopher J. White,
provides a brief history and background on social “intrapreneurs”. Intrapreneurs are people full
of initiative, courage and willing to take risks within the current system of organizations. The book
provides social intrapreneurs who work within organizations tools they can use to produce
innovation and create positive social changes within their organizations.According to Davis and
White, every person could be an intrapreneur. Those on the front lines have the greatest
capacity to initiate changes. Innovation and change are never simple things. It requires create
opportunity structures, make persuasive cases, focus on social networks and have mobilizing
platforms. There are four key factors to generate an innovation or a change. Internally changing
may take more time and more energy to realize, but it can have a much larger impact than
people usually believe.The book suggests that social intrapreneurs need to prepare to answer
four questions. When will be the right time to make a change? Why do intrapreneurs need
changes? Who will support changes? How to mobilize supporters? Social intrapreneurs should
have appropriate answer for each question prior to changing. However, those elements stay at a
fundamental level. As for professional business people, they may have a more accurate and
stable conception of the construction of a social movement framework.Generally speaking,
people think social responsibility should be highly valued by organizations. Organizations that
give priority to their own interests are generally criticized by the public when there are conflicts
between the bottom lines and vice versa. However, it is hard to make a choice between interests
and responsibilities for stakeholders. Nike is one example provided by Davis and White. Nike
realized that they should pay attention to corporate social responsibilities due to the consumer
boycott, which occurred when consumers became aware of deplorable working conditions in its
supply chain. Ford became a good model of code of ethical conduct after they experienced the
scandal of Pinto. In reality, many organizations begin to regret their actions after being boycotted
by society.What would intrapreneurs do if their company would not permit them to make
changes? If organizations put their own interests above social responsibilities, and intrapreneurs
are the beneficiaries, would the intrapreneurs be willing to make a change? These issues are
real challenges during the course of changing from company inside. It should be combined with
actual situations to make a decision about whether to change or not. However, Davis and White
do not provide much information on solving these issues.Another drawback is that some
important points mentioned in the book are just common sense. For beginners who have ideas



but are not familiar with social innovations, this book is a good introductory textbook. But for
experienced business people, this book is less effective.The book is useful because Davis and
White use examples to support their point of view and extract the essence from a large number
of cases to present to readers. We think that Davis’ and White’s intention is to lead a way for
readers to analyze firms’ behaviors with actual situations and to provide a basic guideline for
beginners, rather than to encourage readers to simply emulate the companies’ behaviors.”

christine ralph, “Five Stars. clean copy of book delivery very good”

The book by Gerald F. Davis has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 20 people have provided feedback.
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